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MIDLAND G9 PLUS

C923.05

New version of the glorious MIDLAND G9.
MIDLAND G9 PLUS is a multi‐task transceiver, with compact design and practical to take it
everywhere. Robust radio, it can used even in extreme activities.
G9 PLUS possesses new features such as the ‘Side Tone’ function, that eliminates the
noise at the end of transmissions and the audio quality considerably improved to make
communications clearer.
COMPLYING TO CE/99/05

Main features
‐
‐
‐
‐

G9 PLUS: Dual Band LPD/PMR446 transceiver – G9E PLUS : PMR446 only
Channels: PMR446: 8+16 pre‐set / LPD: 69
Tones: 38 CTCSS / 104 DCS
Dual PTT for high/low output power: to reduce the battery consumption, the radio
transmits in high power only when it is really necessary;
Antenna 12 cm long: to get the best performances;
Emergency function: to communicate with all radios equipped with this function (G8 and
G9), even though they are tuned on different channels;
Manual Out of range control: to know if there are some radios within your range;
Out of Range function: to verify if a couple of radios remains within the range;
High/low power selection
Vox Talk Back function: if one radio is continuously transmitting in VOX, the Vox TB
automatically stops the transmission after 20” to let other users transmit, too;
Dual Watch function
Vibracall function
Keypad lock to avoid accidental pressures
Auto power save
Low battery indicator
SCAN function
CALL with 5 selectable melodies
Monitor
Roger Beep
Jack for ext. mike / ext. speaker / battery pack recharge
2 Pin accessories jack
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Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Packaging and codes:
‐
‐
‐

MIDLAND G9 PLUS (Dual Band)
cod. C923.05
MIDLAND G9E PLUS (PMR446 only)
cod. C923.06
MIDLAND G9 PLUS (Dual Band) Mossy oak
cod. C923.07
1 radio with belt clip, 4 x AA rechargeable batteries 1800mAh, wall adaptor, desktop
charger

